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ABSTRACT: Strain ageing is a time-dependent phenomenon caused, at ambient 

temperature, by interstitial solute atoms of nitrogen that affects plastically deformed steel. 

It causes a series of mechanical properties changes such as: increase in yield stress and 

ultimate tensile strength, return of a discontinuous yield point, reduction in ductility and 

rise in the ductile/brittle transition temperature. 

The change in the above-mentioned mechanical properties could modify the desired 

hierarchy of strength and collapse mechanism at both local and global level. Therefore 

the effects caused by the strain ageing phenomenon cannot be ignored especially in a 

post-earthquake assessment of the residual capacity and repair phase. 

As demonstrated by previous researches, the old Grade 275 and the current Grade 300E 

are subjected to this phenomenon: pre-strained samples have been strain ageing up to 

three months or, based on Hundy’s equation, “artificially” aged at 100° for four hours that 

corresponds to an ageing period of one year at 15°C. However, no long term strain ageing 

tests, more than three months at ambient temperature, have been found in literature. 

This paper presents the results from a series of experimental tests conducted at the 

University of Canterbury on New Zealand manufactured Grade 300E steel re-bars. 

Plastically deformed samples were naturally aged for 7, 30, 90, 183 and 365 days and 

artificially aged at 100°C for the equivalent same ageing period. Results showed that the 

strain ageing phenomenon changes the mechanical properties of the re-bars. Results also 

demonstrated a good reliability of Hundy’s equation to simulate the long term effects. 

1 INTRODUCTION    

Strain ageing is not a new phenomenon but often un-known to many engineers. The first studies were 

conducted in 1948 by Cottrell and Bilby (Cottrell & Bilby, 1949). Although in their paper Cottrell and 

Bilby mentioned the migration of carbon atoms to free dislocations as being the only cause, later it 

was shown that nitrogen also plays a very important role (Hundy, 1954). 

Strain ageing causes a significant change in the mechanical properties of steel. This process is caused 

by the diffusion of interstitial nitrogen and carbon atoms that lock the mobile dislocations in new 

positions after the steel has strained. The “locking” effect is weak when the interstitial content of  

these elements is low and/or during the initial stage of the process, however becomes stronger as the 

ageing time increases and with higher nitrogen and carbon interstitial content (Pussegoda & Erasmus, 

1977).  

At temperatures below 100°C strain ageing is almost entirely caused by nitrogen (Leslie, 1981) 

because the low diffusivity of carbon at these temperatures does not cause any significant ageing 

effects. Natural strain ageing at ambient temperature is slow and increases with temperature (Hundy, 

1954). 

The strain ageing phenomenon can be divided in three distinct processes: strain ageing, strain ageing 

hardening and strain ageing embrittlement. An example is illustrated in Figure 1 using Grade 300E 

supplied by the local New Zealand company Pacific Steel (21, Beach road, Otahuhu, Auckland 2024). 

Consider the case where steel with strain-ageing proclivity is strained in tension beyond its elastic 
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limit up to stress A. If the specimen is unloaded and then immediately reloaded, the specimen will 

show elastic behaviour up to stress A and strain hardening will continue as if the test had not stopped. 

However, if the specimen is unloaded, aged and reloaded, the discontinuous yield point phenomenon 

not only reappears but it does so at a higher stress (point B) (strain ageing). In addition, the tensile 

strength is higher and ductility is reduced (strain ageing hardening). Strain ageing also causes an 

increase in transition temperature (strain ageing embrittlement)(L. Erasmus & Pussegoda, 1977) 

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate and quantify the strain ageing effects on contemporary NZ 

Grade 300E steel. 

 

 

Figure 1 - Stress-strain curve of NZ Grade 300E subjected to strain ageing 

2 EFFECT OF STRAIN AGEING ON REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES 

Reinforced concrete moment resisting frames are designed to avoid brittle failure of its members. This 

can be achieved by providing the structure with sufficient ductility capacity to absorb and dissipate 

energy through inelastic cycles during seismic events. The ductility of a structure is obtained by the 

development of plastic hinges in specific locations (beams) where the inelastic dissipation occurs.  

The level of ductility required for a structure to withstand seismic cycles and dissipate energy is 

achieved by the arrangement and the mechanical properties of the steel reinforcement. During the 

design phase it is also essential to ensure that overstrength of beam plastic hinges is properly 

accounted for with respect capacity design (hierarchy of strength) principles and thus develop a weak-

beam, strong-column mechanism in case of major (design-level) earthquakes. 

The increase in yield strength caused by the strain ageing of plastically deformed longitudinal bars 

will result in an increase of the flexural strength of the plastic hinges and potentially change the 

hierarchy of strength of the structure in subsequent earthquakes, potentially leading to a soft-storey 

mechanism (Paulay & Priestley, 1992). 

3 CARBON AND NITROGEN AS CAUSE OF STRAIN AGEING 

Strain ageing at local ambient temperature (average at ≈11-23 in Christchurch) is solely caused by 

nitrogen. The quantities of nitrogen in steel are generally small, in the order of 0.02%. (L. A. Erasmus, 

1987) (ASTM, 2011b). 

A better understanding of the role of carbon and nitrogen as a cause of strain ageing can be achieved 

by the discontinuous yielding phenomenon common in low carbon steels.  

Carbon and nitrogen are present in the austenite and ferrite matrix as interstitial solute atoms. The 

interstitial sites, however, are considerably smaller than the carbon and nitrogen atoms. This causes 

the lattice to be elastically strained. Dislocations, where the lattice is dilated, are ideal sites for 
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interstitial clustering. (L. A. Erasmus, 1987) Nitrogen and carbon interstitial atoms relieve the stress 

around a dislocations causing equilibrium “atmosphere” known as “Cottrell atmosphere”. These in 

most instances evolve to precipitations of nitrides and carbides. Both Cottrell atmospheres and 

precipitates lock the mobile dislocations causing the discontinuous yielding point usually seen in 

annealed steels. The upper yield point is the stress at which the dislocations are un-locked from their 

Cottrell atmospheres of interstitial atoms. (Cottrell & Bilby, 1949)  

During a tensile test, at the upper yield point a series of typically 50°-55° (from the tensile stress) 

(Ananthakrishna, 2007) lines are starting to form, these are known as Lüders bands. Lüders bands first 

appears at stress concentration and then propagate along the entire length of the steel sample. Once 

these bands have covered the entire sample, normal strain hardening starts to occur. 

Static strain ageing can occur when the test is interrupted and time is allowed for carbon and nitrogen 

atoms to diffuse from the lattice matrix to the dislocation locations, creating new “atmospheres” and 

re-locking the dislocations. Baird (Baird, 1971) has demonstrated that at temperatures below 100° and 

150°, nitrogen is the only cause of strain ageing; carbon starts to play its role above these 

temperatures. 

Even very low interstitial carbon and nitrogen content causes the locking effect on dislocations. Strain 

ageing effects can be easily observed in steel with a nitrogen content of 0.001% and can even be 

detectable in steel with a nitrogen content of 0.0001% (Baird, 1963).  

While Grade 300E steel is affected by strain ageing, no major effects can be observed on Grade 500E 

micro alloy (MA) steel reinforcing bars currently manufactured in New Zealand by Pacific steel 

(Figure 2). 

 

 

Figure 2 - Stress-strain of NZ Grade 500E slightly subjected to strain ageing 

New Zealand Grade 500E MA is manufactured with the addition of vanadium. This element has two 

major functions: first, it enhances the tensile strength of the steel, and second, it forms an insoluble 

nitride eliminating the effects of strain-ageing. Erasmus and Pussegoda (L. A. Erasmus & Pussegoda, 

1980) have demonstrated that quantities of vanadium in the order of 0.06% completely remove strain 

ageing. They also affirmed that any other increase of vanadium content is able to produce only 

insignificant effects on strain ageing trend. 

4 ACCELERATED STRAIN AGEING 

Strain ageing is caused by the diffusion of nitrogen and carbon atoms at dislocation sites. The 

diffusivity of these atoms increases with temperatures. At “ambient” temperature the discontinuous 

yielding point returns after the material has aged for at least seven days. Strain ageing is more rapid at 

higher temperatures: Hundy (Hundy, 1954) demonstrated a relationship between the time of ageing at 

ambient temperature and the time of ageing at elevated temperatures. This relationship was used to 
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correlate the ageing time at 15°C and accelerated ageing in boiling water at 100°C. 
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Where tr is the strain-ageing time at ambient temperature Tr, and t is the time that produced the 

equivalent strain ageing effect at an elevated temperature T (temperatures must be expressed in 

Kelvin). H is 4400 if it assumed that carbon atoms cause ageing, otherwise H is 4000 if it assumed that 

nitrogen atoms cause ageing. Based on the relation above, Hundy tabulated equivalent ageing times at 

room and at elevated temperatures (see Table 1). 

Table 1. Equivalent ageing times at room temperature and at elevated temperatures (Hundy, 1954) 

Temperature 15°C 21° 100° 120° 150° 

Ageing time 1 year 6 months 4 hours 1 hour 10 min. 

6 months 3 months 2 hours 30 min. 5 min. 

3 months 6 weeks 1 hour 15 min. 2 ½ min. 

1 month 2 weeks 20 min. 5 min.  

1 week 4 days 5 min.   

3 days 36 hours 2 min.   

5 EXPERIMENTAL TESTING  

Three 6 m length bars of 25 mm diameter were received from Pacific Steel and machined for tensile 

testing according to the ASTM (ASTM, 2011a) (see Figure 3). The chemical composition of the steel 

is provided in Table 2. 

 

Figure 3 - “Dog-bone” steel specimen samples drawing, dimensions in mm 

 

Table 2. Chemical composition of steel reinforcing bars as per certificate of origin provided [wt %] 

Material C Mn Si S P Ni Cr Mo Cu Sn V 

300E 0.18 0.78 0.22 0.024 0.013 0.09 0.09 0.017 0.28 0.018 0.003 

 

Thirty-three samples were used for this test: three for the benchmark test, fifteen for the accelerated 

strain ageing test and fifteen for the natural strain ageing. Pre-strain limits were set: 0.01 mm/mm; 

0.03 mm/mm and 0.05 mm/mm. After pre-straining, the samples allocated for the natural ageing test 

were left to age at a constant temperature of 15º for 7, 30, 90, 183 and 365 days. According to 

Hundy’s relationship, the samples used for the accelerated strain ageing test were aged in boiling 

water (100 º) for 5, 20 minutes, 1, 2 and 4 hours. 

The mechanical properties under investigation were: lower yield strength (YS), ultimate tensile 

strength (UTS), uniform strain (εU) which is the strain at UTS and Vickers hardness (a 30kg load was 

used). The results obtained were expressed in terms of change in mechanical properties (Δy, Δu, Δε 

and ΔHV30) as shown in Figure 1. 

The benchmark mechanical properties of the steel tested are provided in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Benchmark mechanical properties of the steel reinforcing bars 

Sample Yield strength 

(MPa) 

Ultimate tensile strength 

(MPa) 

Uniform strain 

(mm/mm) 

Vickers hardness 

(HV30) 

1 345 498 0.205 149 

2 354 505 0.202 150 

3 362 519 0.203 150 

5.1 Natural strain ageing experiment and discussion 

The natural strain ageing tests were conducted from June 2014 to June 2015. Fifteen samples were 

divided in 5 ageing groups (Table 4) made of 3 samples. The groups were pre - strained to 0.01, 0.03 

and 0.05 mm/mm (1%, 3% and 5%).  

Table 4. Sample groups for natural ageing experiment 

Group Ageing time Pre-strain limits 

0.01 mm/mm 0.03 mm/mm 0.05 mm/mm 

Group 1 7 days P01NA007 P03NA007 P05NA007 

Group 2 30 days P01NA030 P03NA030 P05NA030 

Group 3 90 days P01NA090 P03NA090 P05NA090 

Group 4 183 days P01NA183 P03NA183 P05NA183 

Group 5 365 days P01NA365 P03NA365 P05NA365 

All the samples were pre-strained on the same days. On the testing days (after 7, 30, 90, 183 and 365 

days), ten hardness measurements were first carried out along the longitudinal section and then the 

samples were tensile tested to failure. 

Samples pre-strained to 1% and then aged up to 365 days apparently did not show any increase in 

yield strength. However, from a more careful observation of Figure 4, it can be noticed a second 

discontinuous point at about 0.03 mm/mm strain. This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that 

during the pre-straining phase the sample was not uniformly and plastically deformed over its entire 

gauge length. Lüder bands, which corresponds to the area of plastic deformation in steel, did not form 

everywhere in the sample. Some areas of the samples were strained only elastically. During the 

subsequent tensile loading the areas of the samples that were only elastically deformed yielded first, 

this is justified by the appearance of the first discontinuous point. The areas were the Lüder bands 

originally formed, and consequently plastically deformed, yielded at a higher stress (second 

discontinuous yielding point) due to hardening and ageing. 

 

 

Figure 4 - Stress – strain curve of the 1% pre-strain sample naturally aged for 365 days 

For pre-strain limits of 0.03 mm/mm and 0.05 mm/mm, the reappearance of new discontinuous 

yielding point at higher stress is appreciable already after 7 days. Overall, the strain ageing effects 

(increase in yield stress, in ultimate tensile stress, in hardness and reduction in ductility) become more 

significant as the ageing time increases as can be observed in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5 - Stress-strain curves for natural aged samples 
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5.2 Accelerated strain ageing experiment and discussion 

As for the natural ageing experiment, the fifteen samples used for the accelerated strain ageing tests 

were divided in 5 ageing groups (see Table 5) made of 3 samples and pre - strained to 0.01, 0.03 and 

0.05 mm/mm (1%, 3% and 5%). 

Table 5. Samples groups and explained for accelerated ageing experiment 

Group Ageing time Pre-strain amount 

0.01 mm/mm 0.03 mm/mm 0.05 mm/mm 

Group 1 5 minutes (7 e.d.*) P01AA007 P03AA007 P05AA007 

Group 2 20 minutes (30 e.d*) P01AA030 P03AA030 P05AA030 

Group 3 1 hour (90 e.d.*) P01AA090 P03AA090 P05AA090 

Group 4 2 hours (183 e.d*) P01AA183 P03AA183 P05AA183 

Group 5 4 hours (365 e.d*) P01AA365 P03AA365 P05AA365 

e.d.* = equivalent days at 15° 

After pre-straining the steel samples were aged in boiling water (100°C) for different periods of time 

(see Table 5), a thermometer was used to monitor the temperature. After ageing, ten hardness indents 

were performed on each sample and then tensile tests to failure were carried out. 

Stress-strain curves of the 15 samples are represented in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6 - Stress-strain curves for accelerated aged samples 
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6 DISCUSSION 

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the change in yield stress due to strain ageing as function of ageing time 

for natural and accelerated ageing respectively. For samples pre-strained only up to 1%, still within the 

discontinuous yielding plateau, there was no significant increase in lower yield strength. A more 

significant increase in yield stress is observed for samples pre-strained up to 3% and 5%. The overall 

trends for natural and accelerated ageing appear to be similar. Except for short term ageing periods 

(between 7 to 90 days) where the strain ageing effects in natural ageing are less pronounced, longer 

strain ageing periods exhibit an increase in lower yield stress of 13%-15%. 

 

 

Figure 7 - Change in lower yield strength versus 

ageing time for natural ageing 

 

Figure 8 - Change in lower yield strength versus 

ageing time for accelerated ageing 

Strain ageing also produces an increase in ultimate tensile strength (UTS). Based on the experiments 

conducted, no increase has been observed for the 1% pre-strained samples (Figure 9 and Figure 10). 

Significant effects (around 3-5% increase) were observed for the 3% and 5% pre-strained samples 

aged over a period of one year. Increases in UTS were more significant for “artificially” aged samples. 

A substantial increase in UTS was observed after just 20 minutes (30 equivalent days). The maximum 

increase in UTS was about 3% more than the benchmark UTS for the sample pre-strained to 3%, and 

5% for the sample pre-strained to 5% in both: natural and accelerated ageing. 

 

 

Figure 9 - Change in ultimate tensile strength 

(UTS) versus ageing time for natural ageing 

 

Figure 10 - Change in ultimate tensile strength 

(UTS) versus ageing time for accelerated ageing 

The reduction in ductility is probably the most concerning effect of strain ageing. From Figure 11 and 

Figure 12 a very similar trend can be observed, in particular for long term strain ageing. A reduction of 

ductility as high as 40% can be observed for samples pre-strain up to 3% and then aged for one year at 

room temperature and for 4 hours at 100°. Decrease of approximately 60%, is found for samples pre-

strained up to 5% and aged for the same amount of time. 
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Figure 11 - Change in strain at UTS versus ageing 

time for natural ageing 

 

Figure 12 - Change in strain at UTS versus ageing 

time for natural ageing 

The last mechanical property investigated was hardness. Similar to the other properties, the hypothesis 

is that hardness increases with time. Figure 13 and Figure 14 confirm this assumption only partially: 

for the 0 to 90 equivalent days range there is a clear trend, hardness increases with ageing time. Then, 

the results show a slight decrease in hardness for the range 90 – 365 equivalent days. In particular, this 

reduction is more evident for the samples pre-strained up to only 1% where the hardness first increases 

by a maximum of 6% (Figure 14) and decreases down to 2%.  

Overall the major difference between the natural and accelerated ageing was observed for the sample 

pre-strained up to 5% and aged for one year. The naturally aged sample showed an increase in 

hardness equal to approximately7 - 8% while the “artificially” aged sample exhibited a 10% increase. 

 

 

Figure 13 - Change in Vickers hardness versus 

ageing time for natural ageing 

 

Figure 14 - Change in Vickers hardness versus 

ageing time for accelerated ageing 

7 CONCLUSIONS 

The results obtained from a series of experimental tests on NZ manufactured grade 300E reinforcing 

bars showed that accelerated and natural strain ageing produce similar effects. However in same cases 

the effects produced by the accelerated strain ageing are more pronounced in particular for shorter 

ageing periods 
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